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Abstract: This research confronts the persistent challenge of data scarcity in medical machine learning
by introducing a pioneering methodology that harnesses the capabilities of Generative Pre-trained
Transformers (GPT). In response to the limitations posed by a dearth of labeled medical data, our
approach involves the synthetic generation of comprehensive patient discharge messages, setting a
new standard in the field with GPT autonomously generating 20 fields. Through a meticulous review
of the existing literature, we systematically explore GPT’s aptitude for synthetic data generation and
feature extraction, providing a robust foundation for subsequent phases of the research. The empirical
demonstration showcases the transformative potential of our proposed solution, presenting over
70 patient discharge messages with synthetically generated fields, including severity and chances
of hospital re-admission with justification. Moreover, the data had been deployed in a mobile
solution where regression algorithms autonomously identified the correlated factors for ascertaining
the severity of patients’ conditions. This study not only establishes a novel and comprehensive
methodology but also contributes significantly to medical machine learning, presenting the most
extensive patient discharge summaries reported in the literature. The results underscore the efficacy
of GPT in overcoming data scarcity challenges and pave the way for future research to refine and
expand the application of GPT in diverse medical contexts.

Keywords: GPT; large language models; prompt engineering; synthetic data generation; medical
date labeling; feature extraction

1. Introduction

The burgeoning field of medical machine learning confronts an ardent challenge—the
paucity of comprehensive and clinically labeled training data [1,2]. The intricate nature of
medical data, coupled with stringent privacy regulations, results in a scarcity that hampers
the efficacy of machine learning models in healthcare applications. In particular, the
insufficiency of labeled data exacerbates the predicament, impeding the ability to develop
robust models capable of meaningful clinical insights [1,2].

This research endeavors to alleviate the constraints posed by the limited availability
of labeled medical data by harnessing the unparalleled capabilities of Generative Pre-
trained Transformers (GPT). In this study, we propose a novel approach that utilizes GPT to
synthetically generate medical data, thereby circumventing the challenges associated with
data scarcity. Moreover, GPT’s intrinsic ability to analyze and comprehend the synthetic
data it generates opens avenues for the extraction of new features, offering a solution to the
dearth of labeled data in the medical domain.

The first phase of our investigation involves a meticulous and systematic review of
the existing literature, delving into the capabilities of GPT in synthetic data generation. By
scrutinizing prior studies, we aim to provide a comprehensive understanding of GPT’s
prowess in generating synthetic data for training machine learning models, thereby laying
the groundwork for the subsequent phases of our research. Building upon the insights
gleaned from the literature, our study proceeds to explore how GPT can not only generate
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synthetic data but also engage in the analysis of these datasets to extract novel features.
Through a critical examination of existing methodologies, we seek to elucidate the potential
of GPT in addressing the challenge of data scarcity from a holistic perspective.

As a practical demonstration of our proposed approach, we present a method for
synthetically generating patient discharge messages using GPT, as conceptually repre-
sented in Figure 1. This pragmatic application serves as a testament to the feasibility and
effectiveness of our proposed solution in tackling the limited availability of training data
in the medical domain. Furthermore, we showcase how GPT can play a pivotal role in
feature extraction from these synthetic patient discharge messages, illustrating its capability
to mitigate the scarcity of labeled data (as shown in Figure 1). Through these empirical
demonstrations, we aim to establish a robust foundation for the integration of GPT into the
realm of medical machine learning, paving the way for enhanced model development in
the face of data scarcity. Within the scope of this study, more than 70 patient discharge mes-
sages were automatically generated by the proposed GPT prompt. For all these discharge
messages, seventeen fields were synthetically generated first, and then three more fields
were generated for labeling these discharge message (e.g., severity, chances of hospital
re-admission with justificaiton).
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Figure 1. Conceptual diagram of GPT-based training data generation, feature extraction, and labelling.

This study contributes to the current body of knowledge in the following ways:

• Conducted a comprehensive review of existing literature to explore the utilization of
GPT in the medical domain. Among twenty identified works, this study highlighted
seven distinct research endeavors that employed GPT to generate or enhance medically
relevant data [3–9].

• Unlike previous studies that relied on manual utilization of GPT’s web interface (as
shown in [3–9]), this research autonomously leveraged the GPT Application Program-
ming Interface (API) alongside automation tools, enabling the efficient generation of a
large volume of medically significant data.

• Employing innovative prompt engineering techniques, this study generated 70 syn-
thetic patient discharge messages encompassing seventeen fields and autonomously
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labeled these messages using GPT technology, resulting in the addition of three aug-
mented fields.

• The generated data underwent evaluation by medical professionals, yielding an im-
pressive average precision, recall, and F1-score of 0.95, 0.97, and 0.96, respectively.

• Furthermore, the synthetically generated medical data were subjected to machine
learning algorithms such as regression to uncover hidden correlations among various
parameters.

In essence, this research seeks to contribute a novel and comprehensive methodology
to the growing body of knowledge addressing the challenges posed by data scarcity in the
medical domain [1,2,10]. According to the literature and to the best of our knowledge, this
is the first study to generate higly accurate (with F1-score of up to 97%) patient dischage
summaries using GPT technology.

2. Literature Review

A recent study in [11] reviews the use of ChatGPT in various aspects of medical
research. It evaluates the evidence of ChatGPT’s application in areas including but not
limited to treatment, diagnosis, medication provision, drug development, medical report
improvement, literature review writing, research conduct, data analysis, and personalized
medicine. The review follows the PRISMA guidelines and encompasses studies published
between 2022 and 2023. The paper in [12] explores the use of ChatGPT in the systematic re-
view and meta-analysis process in medical research. The paper discusses how ChatGPT can
be used for tasks like Risk of Bias analysis and data extraction from randomized controlled
trials, highlighting the tool’s ability to reduce the time and effort required for these tasks. It
directly addresses the use of ChatGPT in streamlining the process of conducting systematic
reviews and meta-analyses, which are integral components of evidence-based decision
making in healthcare [12]. The paper illustrates how AI, specifically ChatGPT, can assist in
various steps of the systematic review process, including evaluating methodologies and
extracting data. The study in [13] focuses on the application of ChatGPT in streamlining the
literature selection process for meta-analysis in medical research. It outlines a methodology
for using ChatGPT to facilitate the screening of titles and abstracts during meta-analysis,
aiming to reduce workload while maintaining recall efficiency. The study includes a glioma
meta-analysis for validation and discusses the development of a pipeline called LARS
(Literature Records Screener) to assess the performance of ChatGPT in this context [13]. It
deals directly with improving the efficiency and effectiveness of literature selection and
screening in the context of meta-analysis, a crucial step in systematic reviews and research
synthesis [13]. The research work in [14] discusses the potential public health risks posed by
large language models like ChatGPT, specifically focusing on the spread of misinformation
(infodemic). It explores the evolution of these models, their impact on scientific literature
production, and the need for policies to mitigate misinformation risks. It focuses on the
broader public health impact and ethical considerations of AI technology in disseminating
information [14]. The paper in [15] focuses on evaluating the use of large language models
(LLMs) in healthcare. It addresses the need for a comprehensive evaluation framework
that assesses LLMs not just for their natural language processing performance but also
for their translational value in healthcare. The paper discusses various aspects of LLMs
in healthcare, ethical concerns, and proposes a framework for evaluating their applica-
tion in this field. It goes beyond just the technical aspects of LLMs and delves into the
ethical, governance, and practical implications of their use in healthcare [15]. This paper
emphasizes a comprehensive evaluation that includes translational value assessment and
ethical considerations [15]. The publication in [16] examines the potential influence of large
language models like ChatGPT on the field of nuclear medicine. It discusses the capabilities
of these models in generating human-like text, their impact on academic publishing, and
the potential risks associated with their use in the context of nuclear medicine. It highlights
issues like academic integrity, misinformation, and the challenges posed by AI in producing
reliable medical content [16]. The focus is on the broader implications of using AI tools
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like ChatGPT in nuclear medicine, particularly concerning the reliability of the content
produced and the ethical considerations surrounding their use in academic and clinical
settings [16]. The discussion includes the potential for AI-generated content to influence
academic integrity and the spread of misinformation, which are key concerns in the context
of public health and ethical use of AI in medicine [16].

The paper in [3] explores the potential of AI, particularly large language models
(LLMs) like GPT-4, in generating original scientific research. It discusses the use of GPT-4 to
write an original pharmaceutics manuscript, including formulating a research hypothesis,
defining an experimental protocol, producing photo-realistic images, generating analytical
data, and writing a publication-ready manuscript. This study also examines the limitations
of LLMs in referencing literature and emphasizes the need for human input in interpretation
and data validation [3]. It focuses on the innovative use of LLMs to generate and augment
data, such as creating believable analytical data and images for pharmaceutical research [3].
The emphasis on the AI model’s ability to conceive and execute a research hypothesis and
generate multimodal data aligns with the aspects of data generation and augmentation [3].
Research work in [17] explores the applications of ChatGPT and other large language
models in various aspects of orthopedics, including education, surgery, and research [17].
The study discusses how these AI tools can assist orthopedic clinicians and surgeons in
tasks like disease diagnosis, surgical planning, and educational support. The focus is on
the practical applications of ChatGPT in providing assistance to medical professionals in
orthopedics, including aiding in diagnosis, surgery, and medical education, which aligns
with the aspects of decision support and medical inquiry assistance [17]. The study in [18]
presents a systematic review of the applications, benefits, and limitations of ChatGPT
in healthcare education, research, and practice. The review includes an analysis of the
potential benefits of ChatGPT in scientific writing, healthcare research, and practice, along
with concerns regarding ethical, copyright, transparency, and legal issues [18]. Recent
work in [19] examines the potential of AI systems, specifically large language models, in
generating health awareness messages. The study uses the Bloom model for generating
messages about folic acid, comparing them to highly retweeted human-generated messages
in terms of quality and clarity. It also involves human and computational evaluations to
assess the effectiveness of AI-generated messages in health communication. It focuses on
the empirical assessment of AI-generated health messages, analyzing their effectiveness
and comparing them to human-generated content [19]. The emphasis on computational
and human evaluations of the messages aligns with the aspects of data analysis in medical
research [19]. The study in [4] focuses on using GPT-3.5 for data augmentation to address
vaccine hesitancy classification in the Dutch language. The study leverages the language
model for generating realistic examples of anti-vaccination tweets and evaluates the impact
of this augmentation on various machine learning models [4]. It also examines the ability
of the synthetic data to generalize to human data in classification tasks. It illustrates the
use of GPT-3.5 for generating synthetic data to balance an imbalanced dataset in vaccine
hesitancy monitoring, highlighting its capabilities in data augmentation and labeling [4].

Recent work in [5] focuses on enhancing medical question answering systems using
GPT-2 for question augmentation and T5-Small for topic extraction. The paper details a
model that employs BERT, GPT-2, and T5-Small to improve medical question answering
performance, demonstrating the effectiveness of these techniques through experiments [5].
It highlights the use of AI models for augmenting medical question data, a crucial aspect
in improving the quality and coverage of datasets used in medical question answering
systems [5]. The study in [6] examines the use of GPT-3 in generating synthetic data for
Human–Computer Interaction (HCI) research. It explores the ability of GPT-3 to produce
believable accounts of HCI experiences and discusses the potential benefits and risks
associated with using synthetic data generated by language models. It highlights the use
of GPT-3 for generating synthetic user research data, focusing on the model’s ability to
create realistic and believable responses in an HCI context [6]. The paper in [7] presents a
study on using GPT-2 for data augmentation in the context of patient outcome prediction.
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The focus is on generating artificial clinical notes in Electronic Health Records (EHRs) to
improve the training of machine learning models for predicting patient outcomes, such
as readmission rates. The paper discusses a novel textual data augmentation method and
evaluates its effectiveness in enhancing predictive performance of deep learning models
in healthcare [7]. It explores the use of GPT-2 to augment medical datasets, specifically
focusing on generating textual data that can be used to train models for predicting patient
outcomes, aligning with data augmentation and labeling aspects [7]. The research work
in [8] focuses on using GPT-2 to generate synthetic biological signals, specifically EEG
(electroencephalography) and EMG (electromyography), to enhance data classification. The
study demonstrates that models trained on synthetic data generated by GPT-2 can classify
real EEG and EMG datasets with significant accuracy and that the inclusion of synthetic
data during training improves classification performance [8]. It emphasizes the use of AI
for generating synthetic biological signals, which augments the available data for training
machine learning models in the field of biological signal processing [8]. The paper in [9]
focuses on using Transformer-based models, particularly GPT-2, for generating synthetic
medical text to augment datasets. The study experiments with these models for data
augmentation in clinically relevant NLP tasks such as unplanned readmission prediction
and phenotype classification. It evaluates the effectiveness of synthetic data in improving
the performance of deep learning models in these healthcare contexts [9]. It highlights
the application of AI models in creating synthetic medical text data, aiming to augment
existing datasets for improved model training and performance in specific medical tasks [9].
Finally, the paper in [20] discusses the potential of ChatGPT in various medical applications.
It examines ChatGPT’s ability to develop AI programs for medicine, its limitations and
challenges, ethical concerns like biases and patient confidentiality, and compliance with
healthcare regulations. The paper highlights ChatGPT’s potential in democratizing coding
and developing AI in medicine, leading to breakthroughs in the medical AI sector [20]. The
focus on ethical concerns, patient autonomy, and the responsible use of AI in medicine,
along with the exploration of AI’s potential to revolutionize medical research and practice,
aligns with this category [20]. These existing research works could be categorized into six
distinct categores, as described in Figure 2.

• Literature Review and Meta-Analysis: Studies in [11–13,18] illustrate how AI, specifi-
cally ChatGPT, can streamline literature reviews and meta-analyses, aiding in efficient
data extraction and evaluation methodologies.

• Data Analysis: As demonstrated in [21–26], GPT assists in analyzing research data
and generating critical insights. Within the medical domain, research works in [11,19]
demonstrate AI’s utility in analyzing complex datasets, including patient outcomes
and health message effectiveness, enhancing predictive modeling and comprehension
of medical data.

• Medical Question Answering and Decision Support Systems: Studies like [11,17,18]
show the role of AI in assisting medical professionals with accurate information, aiding
diagnosis, and providing decision support in clinical settings.

• Drug Discovery and Clinical Trial Analysis: While not directly covered in the re-
viewed articles, this category involves using AI to accelerate drug discovery processes
and analyze clinical trial data, potentially enhancing the efficiency and efficacy of
pharmaceutical development [11].

• Ethical and Public Health Implications of AI in Medicine: Several recent studies
like [11,14–16,18,20] discuss the broader ethical implications and public health con-
cerns of AI in medicine, including misinformation and academic integrity.

• Data Generation, Augmentation, and Labeling: To generate new features from data
with limited fields, machine learning techniques like entity recognition, category
classification, sentiment analysis, and others have traditionally been used [27–34].
After generating new features, the augmented data can be used to effectively train
the machine learning models [27–34]. However, with the advent of GPT, new features
could be generated either from synthetic data or from existing data, without using
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traditional feature extraction approaches, as shown in [35–70]. Even within the medical
domain, synthetic data creation, data augmentation, and labelling have been proven
to be crucial in recent times [3–9]. These papers illustrate the use of AI for creating
and enhancing medical datasets, crucial for training robust machine learning models.
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Figure 2. Six distinct areas of research for “GPT in Medical Domain”.

Finally, Table 1 clearly depicts how existing research works on using GPT in the
medical domain could be categorized. As shown in Table 1, most of the existing liturature
falls under the category of “Data Generation, Augmentation, and Labeling”. Within the
next section, a practical scenario of how GPT could be used to generate synthetic medical
data as well as how to generate labels for these synthetic data will be detailed.

Table 1. Categorization of existing studies on the use of GPT in medical domain (X denotes “Topic of
Interest”).

Reference
Literature

Review and
Meta-Analysis

Data
Generation,

Augmentation,
and Labeling

Data
Analysis

Medical Question
Answering and

Decision Support
Systems

Drug
Discovery and
Clinical Trial

Analysis

Ethical and
Public Health

Implications of
AI in Medicine

[11] X X X X X
[12] X
[13] X
[14] X
[15] X
[16] X
[3] X

[17] X
[18] X X X
[19] X
[4] X
[5] X
[6] X
[7] X
[8] X
[9] X

[20] X
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3. Methods

The GPT model is based on the Transformer architecture, which involves several
key components, like Input Embedding and Positional Encoding, Transformer Blocks,
Feed-Forward Neural Network, Normalization and Residual Connections, and Output
layer [71].

3.1. Input Embedding and Positional Encoding

• Each input token (word or sub-word) is converted into a vector through an embedding
layer.

• Positional encodings are added to these embeddings to provide information about the
position of each token in the sequence.

• The combined embedding, E, is given by Equation (1).

E = Etoken + Eposition (1)

3.2. Transformer Blocks

Each block consists of two main parts, the Multi-Head Self-Attention mechanism and
the Feed-Forward Neural Network.

• Multi-Head Self-Attention:

a. The attention mechanism can be described by Equation (2).

Attention(Q, K, V) = so f tmax
(

QKT
√

dk

)
V (2)

b. In Equation (2), Q, K, V are the query, key, and value matrices, and dk is the
dimension of the keys.

c. In multi-head attention, this process is carried out in parallel multiple times
with different, learned linear projections of the queries, keys, and values. The
outputs are then concatenated and linearly transformed.

• Feed-Forward Neural Network:

a. Each layer contains a fully connected feed-forward network, which is applied
to each position separately and identically. This typically involves two linear
transformations with a ReLU activation in between. It is represented with
Equation (3).

FFN(x) = max(0, xW1 + b1)W2 + b2 (3)

3.3. Normalization and Residual Connections

• Each sub-layer (self-attention, feed-forward) in a transformer block has a residual
connection around it, followed by layer normalization.

• The output of each sub-layer is LayerNorm(x + Sublaer(x)), where Sublaer(x) is the
function implemented by the sub-layer itself.

3.4. Output Layer

• The final layer is a linear transformation followed by a softmax function to predict the
probability of the next token in the sequence.

• The output probabilities for a token are computed as so f tmax(xW + b), where W and
b are the weights and biases of the output layer.

This mathematical framework enables GPT to capture complex patterns and relation-
ships in sequential data [71] and is used in this study to generate synthetic patient discharge
messages and even perform analysis on those discharge messages for assessing severity
and chances of hospital readmission.
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3.5. The Process of Automating Synthetic Medical Data Generation

In the conventional approach, users of GPT technology access the model through
its web interface, initiating interactions via specific prompts to derive outputs from the
system (as shown in Figure 3). This traditional approach has been demonstrated by
research works [3–9]. Employing such a traditional methodology to produce synthetic
medical data necessitates substantial user involvement, which can be time-consuming. To
circumvent the need for manual intervention in querying the GPT interface, the current
study integrates the GPT API with Microsoft Power Automate to fully automate the
process of generating patient discharge summaries, as shown in Figure 3. Microsoft Power
Automate orchestrates the interactions with the GPT through its API, facilitating a seamless
automated workflow. Consequently, this novel automation strategy enhances the efficiency
and effectiveness of generating synthetic patient discharge messages, thus streamlining
the process significantly. As seen from Figure 3, the proposed approach of interacting with
ChatGPT API is automated, fast, and efficient.
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As seen in Figure 4, the orchestration of GPT API communication is performed using
Microsoft Power Automate. The HTTP request component of Microsoft Power Automate
can autonomously invoke multiple API calls. As shown in Figure 4, the first HTTP post
call to GPT API generates 70 discharge messages. The second HTTP post call then critically
evaluates these messages and labels them in terms of (1) severity, (2) chances of hospital
readmission, and (3) reasoning. The details of both these calls are shown in Figure 5. It
should be noted that Microsoft Power Automate allows the second prompt to investigate
the previously generated synthetic message through the variable “Output”, as shown in
Figure 5b. Thus, the contextual background of the previously generated messages could be
efficiently analyzed in the second prompt, along with augmenting the previous messages
with newer labels (i.e., severity, chances of hospital readmission, and reasoning). The
reasoning information would be validated by expert doctors at a later stage.
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Figure 5. The process of passing specially designed prompts through Microsoft Power Automate
(HTTP post method). * preceding Method and URI denotes mandatory fields. (a) Generating
70 patient discharge messages. (b) Labelling each of the 70 messages with severity and chances of
hospital readmission.

As shown in Figures 1 and 5, a specially engineered GPT prompt can be used for gener-
ating patient discharge messages. Microsoft Power Automate with GPT API automatically
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generates patient discharge summaries with specifically guided headings, like Diagnosis,
Treatment, Patient Instructions, Medications on Discharge, etc. The complete list can be
seen from Appendix A using the prompt of Box 1. Many of these headings (presented in
Appendix A) are required for assessment of severity and predicting the chances of hospital
readmission, which would be performed in the next stage. As seen from Figures 6–9, GPT
generated the discharge summaries synthetically (i.e., not real patient information).

Box 1. Generating Synthetic Patient Discharge Summaries.

Generate patient discharge summary with following fields: Patient Name, Age, Gender, Date of
Admission, Date of Discharge, Admitting Physician, Discharging Physician, Reason for Admission,
Treatment and Surgical Procedures, Patient’s Response to Treatment, Medical History, Hospital
Course, Follow-up, Patient Instructions, Final Diagnosis, Discharge Condition, and Discharge
Medications. Detailed single line response with each field separated with “|” character.
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Images of the patients could also be generated by adding prompt of Box 2 along with
Box 1.

Box 2. Generating the Images of the Patients Using the Information from Discharge Summaries.

Based on the description of the generated discharge summary, generate an image of that patient.

For Alex Johnson (Figure 6), the GPT response before generating the synthetic patient
image is “Based on this summary, I will create an artistic representation of Alex Johnson,
a 38-year-old male who has just recovered from an appendectomy. Let’s visualize Alex
as having short brown hair, a medium build, and a friendly appearance, reflecting his
recovery phase”.

As shown earlier in Figure 1 from the synthetically generated discharge summaries,
GPT can effectively be used for generating new features. Figures 5b and 10 illustrate this
process further. As seen from Figure 10, critical information (e.g., nature of their medical
conditions, treatments received, and the instructions provided upon discharge) are used
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for generating new features like severity of condition and change of hospital readmission.
Box 3 shows the GPT prompt used for this feature augmentation process (as previously
demonstrated in Figure 5b).
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Box 3. Generating New Features for Labeling the Discharge Messages.

Rate the severities of these patients along with their chance of hospital readmission for each of
these patients.

As seen from Figure 10, for Alex Johnson (i.e., discharge summary presented in
Figure 6), GPT assessed the severity of his condition to be “Moderate” and the changes
of hospital readmission to be “Low to Moderate”. This process can be effectively used
to label the synthetic data as low, moderate, high, etc., and could be efficiently used to
train machine learning models at a later stage. The same methodology could be used for
generating synthetic electrocardiogram signals or other bio-signals as well as labelling these
signals. Hence, GPT to solve GPT is presented as an effective solution towards solving data
scarcity as well as fewer labels in the medical domain.

4. Results

Using the methodology detailed in the previous section, within this study, 70 patient
discharge summaries were synthetically generated. As seen from Table 2, these patient dis-
charge summaries had 20 fields comprising Patient Name, Age, Gender, Date of Admission,
Date of Discharge, Admitting Physician, Discharging Physician, Reason for Admission,
Treatment and Surgical Procedures, Patient’s Response to Treatment, Medical History,
Hospital Course, Follow-up, Patient Instructions, Final Diagnosis, Discharge Condition,
Discharge Medications, Severity Level, Probability of Hospital Re-admission, and Reason-
ing. As mentioned in the previous section, the first 17 fields were generated with GPT
Prompt 1 and then labelling information (i.e., Severity Level, Probability of Hospital Re-
admission, and Reasoning) was generated with Prompt 2. Appendix A shows the details of
these 70 generated discharge summaries. Out of these 20 fields, only Age was numeric in
nature, and as a result, Table 3 provides various statistics on this numeric field. The value
of Age ranged between 23 and 89. There were two date fields, namely date of admission
and date of discharge.
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Table 2. Seventy synthetically generated patient discharge summaries with 20 fields each.

Terminologies Data
Generation

Data
Analysis

(Labeling)
Data Type Distinct

Values
Unique
Values Example

Patient Name X String 70 70 John Doe
Age X Number 46 27 34

Gender X Binary 2 0 Male
Date of Admission X Date 62 55 5 January 2021
Date of Discharge X Date 61 54 2 February 2021

Admitting Physician X String 56 44 Dr. Smith
Discharging Physician X String 59 49 Dr. Williams
Reason for Admission X String 60 53 Acute appendicitis

Treatment and Surgical Procedures X String 64 59 Appendectomy
Patient’s Response to Treatment X String 64 59 Patient responded well to surgical intervention

Medical History X String 51 45 No significant past medical history

Hospital Course X String 69 68 Patient underwent successful appendectomy,
recovered without complications

Follow-up X String 51 39 To review in outpatient clinic after 1 week
Patient Instructions X String 67 66 Light diet, rest and wound care

Final Diagnosis X String 65 60 Final diagnosis of acute appendicitis
Discharge Condition X String 12 8 Stable at discharge

Discharge Medications X String 69 68 Prescribed antibiotics, painkillers, and laxatives
Severity Level X String 3 0 Moderate

Probability of Hospital Re-admission X String 3 0 Low

Reasoning X String 69 68

Severity based on condition ‘Acute appendicitis’.
Readmission probability based on discharge
condition ‘Stable at discharge’ and medical

history.

Table 3. Statistics on Age field.

Index Age

count 70
mean 56.57142857

std 17.27322753
min 23
25% 45
50% 58
75% 70.75
max 89

Date of admission ranged from 12 January 2021 to 20 December 2021. Date of discharge
ranged from 20 January 2021 to 30 December 2021. From these date fields, the duration
of hospital stay could be calculated. Hospital stay ranged from 3 (for Sophie Duncan) to
334 days (Maria Johnson). Finally, Figure 11 shows the distributions of labeling data (i.e.,
Severity level and Chances of Hospital Re-admission). As seen from Figure 11, 12.86%
of the discharge summaries were labeled with the severity level of high and 67.14% of
the discharge summaries were labeled with severity level being low. In terms of hospital
re-admission, 60% of cases were moderate, 24.29% of cases were low, and 15.71% of the
cases were flagged as “moderate to high”.

The last three columns in Table 3, namely Severity Level, Probability of Hospital
Re-admission, and Reasoning, were generated anew using Prompt 3. This additional
information was autonomously generated by GPT, as demonstrated in Figure 5b. Given
that GPT was instructed to act as a medical professional in generating these details, the
augmented data underwent evaluation by two medical experts.

The evaluation results are depicted in Table 4, revealing an average precision, recall,
and F1-score of 0.95, 0.97, and 0.96, respectively, across all three labeled tasks. This indicates
GPT’s capability to automatically label medical data with a high level of accuracy. Notably,
in Table 4, the F1-Score was highest, at 97% for reasoning, followed by severity and
likelihood of hospital admission. This manual validation process underscores the potential
for utilizing GPT and related technologies with confidence in generating and enhancing
synthetic medical data.
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Table 4. Evaluation of the augmented data by GPT.

TP TN FP FN Precision Recall F1-Score

Severity 62 4 3 1 0.953846 0.984127 0.96875
Chances of Hospital Readmission 59 5 4 2 0.936508 0.967213 0.951613

Reasoning 63 3 2 2 0.969231 0.969231 0.969231

Other than manually evaluating the validity of generated information, machine learn-
ing algorithms could also be used on the generated synthetic data for obtaining AI-driven
insights [72]. The next section will discuss how machine learning algorithms could be used
on these synthetic data for obtaining AI-driven insights.

5. Discussion and Concluding Remarks

This research introduces a groundbreaking methodology to address the challenge of
data scarcity in medical machine learning by leveraging the capabilities of GPT. The study
proposes a comprehensive approach that utilizes GPT for synthetic data generation and
subsequent feature extraction, offering a transformative solution to the limitations imposed
by the scarcity of labeled medical data. The empirical demonstration involving the synthetic
generation of patient discharge messages serves as a practical testament to the feasibility
and effectiveness of the proposed methodology, showcasing its potential to revolutionize
the integration of GPT into the realm of medical machine learning. Figure 12 shows the
deployment of the GPT-based solution in the latest Samsung Galaxy S23 Ultra mobile phone
using Microsoft Power BI’s deployed App. The application of this deployment process has
been showcased in recent studies through the utilization of low-code platforms [27,30–32,34].
As this study exclusively solved the labeled data scarcity for training machine learning
models within medical domain (as discussed in [1,2,10]), it needs to be demonstrated how
the generated synthetic data could be used in machine leanirng. Figure 12 shows that
automated regression identified “Hospital Stays” to be highly corelated with the severity
of the patient. The AI-driven insight shown in Figure 12 (within Samsung Galaxy S23 Ultra
Mobile) shows that out of the 19 fields, Patient’s Age, Chance of Hospital readmission,
and Hospital stays are correlated with severity. This automated regression using “Key
Influencer” visualization of Microsoft Power BI has been reported in [73]. The previous
section evaluated the validity of the generated medical data using manual evaluation by
an expert medical professional. Now, this section demonstrates the use of the automated
machine learning algorithm (i.e., regression to obtain the correlated variables) on the
synthetic data.
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In summary, this study presents a pioneering and thorough methodology designed
to address the data scarcity issues faced by researchers and scientists in the medical field.
Leveraging this approach, automation tools such as Microsoft Power Automate were
employed alongside the ChatGPT API to not only generate synthetic medical data auto-
matically but also to label these datasets autonomously. The labeling process conducted by
GPT was manually assessed by medical experts, yielding an impressive F1-score of 97%.
Additionally, machine learning techniques, including regression analysis, were applied
to the synthetic data, affirming the validity of the generated information. The integra-
tion of ChatGPT API’s synthetic data generation and feature extraction capabilities not
only facilitates the development of more robust machine learning models for healthcare
applications but also sets the stage for future research endeavors. Future works should
explore the application of GPT across diverse medical datasets, optimize its capabilities
for specific contexts, and delve into the ethical implications of deploying synthetic data in
medical research. This study lays the foundation for a trajectory of research that promises to
redefine the landscape of medical machine learning, ultimately benefiting both researchers
and clinicians in their pursuit of improved healthcare outcomes.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Seventy patient discharge summaries generated with GPT.

Patient
Name Age Gender

Date of
Admis-

sion

Date of
Discharge

Admitting
Physician

Discharging
Physician

Reason for
Admission

Treatment and
Surgical

Procedures

Patient’s
Response

to
Treatment

Medical
History

Hospital
Course Follow-Up Patient In-

structions
Final

Diagnosis
Discharge
Condition

Discharge
Medications

Severity
Level

Probability of
Hospital

Re-Admission
Reasoning

John
Doe 34 Male 1/1/2021 2/2/2021 Dr. Smith Dr.

Williams
Acute ap-
pendicitis Appendectomy

Patient
responded

well to
surgical in-
tervention

No
significant

past
medical
history

Patient
underwent
successful

appendectomy,
recovered
without

complications

To review in
outpatient

clinic after 1
week

Light diet,
rest and

wound care

Final
diagnosis of

acute ap-
pendicitis

Stable at
discharge

Prescribed
antibiotics,
painkillers,

and laxatives

Moderate Low

Severity based on
condition ‘Acute

appendicitis’.
Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’
and medical history.

Maria
Johnson 56 Female 1/12/2021 12/12/2021 Dr.

Johnson
Dr.

Robinson Stroke

IV
Thrombolysis,

Physical
therapy

Significant
improve-
ment in
mobility

and speech

History of
hyperten-
sion and

heart
disease

Patient
received

thrombolysis
within time

limit and
underwent

intense rehab

To review
in stroke

clinic after 4
weeks

Medication
compliance,

regular
exercise,

and healthy
diet

Final
diagnosis of

ischemic
stroke

Functional
improve-

ments,
stable at

discharge

Prescribed
blood

thinners,
statins, and

antihyperten-
sives

High Moderate to
High

Severity based on
condition ‘Stroke’.

Readmission
probability based on
discharge condition

‘Functional
improvements, stable

at discharge’ and
medical history.

Susan
Harris 38 Female 3/15/2021 3/20/2021 Dr. Russo Dr. Murray Gallstones

Laparoscopic
cholecystec-

tomy

Patient
responded

well to
surgery

No
significant

past
medical
history

Surgery was
uncomplicated

and patient
recovered

without issue

Follow up
with

primary
care in 2
weeks

Maintain
low-fat diet

Final
diagnosis of
cholelithia-

sis and
cholecysti-

tis

Stable, full
recovery

anticipated

Prescribed
painkillers

and
antibiotics.

Moderate Low

Severity based on
condition ‘Gallstones’.

Readmission
probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable, full recovery

anticipated’ and
medical history.

James
Thomp-

son
69 Male 2/1/2021 2/7/2021 Dr. White Dr. Black

Chest pain,
confirmed

as
myocardial
infarction

Angioplasty
and stent

placement

Patient
showed

remarkable
improve-

ment
post-

procedure

Has a
history of
diabetes

and hyper-
tension

Patient had a
successful

procedure and
was monitored

in ICU for a
day. Released

later to general
ward

Cardiology
follow-up

in one
month

Lifestyle
modifica-

tion,
medication
compliance

Acute
anterior

wall
Myocardial
Infarction

Stable at
discharge

Medications
including

antiplatelets,
beta-blockers,

ACE
inhibitors,
statins and

anti-diabetic
regimen.

High Moderate to
High

Severity based on
condition ‘Myocardial

Infarction’.
Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’
and medical history

of diabetes and
hypertension.

Elizabeth
Davis 42 Female 4/10/2021 4/15/2021 Dr. Turner Dr. Walker Pneumonia

Antibiotics
treatment and

respiratory
therapy

Patient’s
condition
improved

signifi-
cantly

Previously
healthy
with no

significant
medical
history

Treated with IV
antibiotics and

oxygen
through nasal

cannula

Pulmonary
follow-up
in 3 weeks

Completion
of oral

antibiotic
course, rest,

and
hydration

Final
diagnosis of
community-

acquired
pneumonia

Improving
at discharge

Oral
antibiotics
and bron-
chodilator

inhaler.

Moderate Low

Severity based on
condition

‘Pneumonia’.
Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition

‘Improving at
discharge’ and

previously healthy
status.

David
Wilson 57 Male 10/21/2021 10/31/2021 Dr. Morris Dr. Wright Liver

failure

Supportive
care, liver
transplant
assessment

Slow but
steady im-
provement

History of
alcoholism

and
Hepatitis C

Patient
managed with
diuretics and

lactulose,
assessed for
transplant
suitability

Follow-up
with

hepatology
team in 1

week

Avoidance
of alcohol,

low salt diet

End-stage
liver

disease

Stable at
discharge,
with close
outpatient
monitoring

Prescribed
diuretics,

lactulose, and
multivita-

mins.

High Moderate to
High

Severity based on
condition ‘Liver

failure’. Readmission
probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge,

with close outpatient
monitoring’ and

medical history of
alcoholism and

Hepatitis C.
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Table A1. Cont.

Patient
Name Age Gender

Date of
Admis-

sion

Date of
Discharge

Admitting
Physician

Discharging
Physician

Reason for
Admission

Treatment
and

Surgical
Procedures

Patient’s
Response

to
Treatment

Medical
History

Hospital
Course Follow-Up Patient In-

structions
Final

Diagnosis
Discharge
Condition

Discharge
Medications

Severity
Level

Probability of
Hospital

Re-Admission
Reasoning

Anna
Taylor 89 Female 5/9/2021 5/16/2021 Dr.

Simmons Dr. Mitchell Hip fracture
after fall

Hip
pinning
surgery

Gradual im-
provement

with
physical
therapy

Osteoporosis,
past history

of falls

Surgery was
successful with

no
complications,
physiotherapy
started postop-

eratively

Ortho
follow-up

after 2 weeks

Physical
therapy, fall
precautions

at home

Femoral
neck

fracture

Stable with
improving
mobility

Analgesics
and Calcium
and Vitamin

D
supplements.

Moderate Low

Severity based on
condition ‘Hip

fracture’.
Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition

‘Stable with
improving mobility’
and medical history

of osteoporosis.

Michael
Anderson 72 Male 6/19/2021 6/28/2021 Dr. Young Dr.

Hernandez
Prostate
cancer Prostatectomy

Well
tolerated

procedure
with good
recovery

Past history
of asthma

Surgery
completed

successfully
and patient

made steady
progress in

recovery

Urology
follow-up

after 1 month

Medication
compliance,
report any

urinary
difficulties

Prostate
adenocarci-

noma

Stable at
discharge

Prescribed
painkillers

and inhaled
corticos-
teroids.

High Low

Severity based on
condition ‘Prostate

cancer’.
Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’
and past history of

asthma.

Patricia Lee 52 Female 8/1/2021 8/7/2021 Dr. Morris Dr. Hall Breast
Cancer

Lumpectomy
and

radiation

Good
recovery
with no
post-op

complica-
tions

First degree
relative

with breast
cancer

Surgery
completed
with clear
margins,

initiated on
post-op

radiation

Oncology
follow-up in

1 week

Healthy
diet, regular

exercise,
follow rec-

ommended
screening
guidelines

Breast
Cancer,

stage IIa

Stable at
discharge

Prescribe
painkillers

and
anti-emetics.

High Moderate to
High

Severity based on
condition ‘Breast

Cancer’.
Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’
and family history

of breast cancer.

Jacob
Martinez 30 Male 11/5/2021 11/9/2021 Dr. King Dr.

Gonzalez
Acute

pancreatitis

Fluid resus-
citation and
supportive

care

Improved
signifi-

cantly with
treatment

History of
gallstones

Patient
received IV

fluids and pain
management

GI follow up
in 2 weeks

Low-fat
diet, avoid

alcohol,
medication
compliance

Acute
pancreatitis

Improved,
stable at

discharge

Prescribed
pain

medication
and proton

pump
inhibitors.

Low Moderate to
High

Severity based on
condition ‘Acute

pancreatitis’.
Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition
‘Improved, stable at

discharge’ and
medical history of

gallstones.

Melissa
Martin 65 Female 9/19/2021 10/1/2021

Dr.
Thomp-

son
Dr. Moore

Type 2
Diabetes

Complica-
tions

Insulin
Therapy,
Diabetic

Education

Patient
responded

well to
therapy

Long-
standing
history of

Type 2
Diabetes

Patient was
educated about
the importance

of regular
blood sugar
monitoring,

diet and
exercise

Endocrinology
follow up in 1

month

Regular
blood sugar
monitoring,

maintain
balanced

diet, regular
exercise

Uncontrolled
Type 2

Diabetes

Stable at
discharge

Insulin and
oral hypo-
glycemic
agents.

High Moderate to
High

Severity based on
condition ‘Type 2

Diabetes
Complications’.

Readmission
probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’
and medical history
of Type 2 Diabetes.

Jason
Jackson 45 Male 5/22/2021 6/1/2021 Dr.

Roberts Dr. Lopez Traumatic
Brain Injury

Debulking
surgery, re-
habilitation

Patient
showed

gradual im-
provement

No
remarkable

past
medical
history

Patient
underwent
surgery and

was transferred
to

rehabilitation
post-

stabilization

Neurosurgery
follow-up in

1 week

Ongoing re-
habilitation,
medication
adherence

Traumatic
Brain Injury

Fair
condition at

discharge

Prescribed an-
ticonvulsants

and
analgesics.

Moderate Moderate to
High

Severity based on
condition

‘Traumatic Brain
Injury’.

Readmission
probability based on
discharge condition

‘Fair condition at
discharge’ and

medical history.
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Linda
Ramos 70 Female 12/10/2021 12/20/2021 Dr. Reed Dr. Jenkins

Chronic
Obstructive
Pulmonary

Disease
(COPD) ex-
acerbation

Inhaler
therapy,
steroids,

antibiotics

Patient’s
breathing
improved

signifi-
cantly

History of
smoking

and COPD

Managed with
nebulizers,

steroids and
antibiotics

Pulmonary
follow-up
in 2 weeks

Smoking
cessation,

use inhalers
as

instructed

Chronic
Obstructive
Pulmonary

Disease,
acute exac-

erbation

Stable at
discharge

Prescribed
inhalers,

steroids and
antibiotics.

High Moderate to
High

Severity based on
condition ‘COPD

exacerbation’.
Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’

and history of
smoking and COPD.

Joshua
White 62 Male 7/7/2021 7/12/2021 Dr. Foster Dr.

Simmons

Heart
failure exac-

erbation

Diuretics,
ACE

inhibitors,
lifestyle

modifica-
tion

Patient’s
condition
improved

and
stabilized

History of
hyperten-
sion and

heart
disease

Managed with
medications
and patient
education

about lifestyle
changes

Cardiology
follow-up
in 1 month

Regular
exercise,

low sodium
diet,

medication
compliance

Congestive
Heart

Failure,
acute exac-

erbation

Stable at
discharge

Prescribed
diuretics,

ACE
inhibitors
and beta
blockers.

High Moderate to
High

Severity based on
condition ‘Heart

failure exacerbation’.
Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’

and history of
hypertension and

heart disease.

Emma
Bailey 88 Female 9/15/2021 10/1/2021 Dr.

Russell Dr. Watson

Alzheimer’s
disease,

behavioral
changes

Adjustment
of medica-

tions,
behavioral

therapy

Gradual im-
provement

in sleep
pattern and

agitation

Long-
standing

Alzheimer’s
disease

Patient was
managed with
adjustment of
Alzheimer’s
medications

and behavioral
techniques

Neurology
follow-up
in 1 month

Routine,
structured
day, family

support

Alzheimer’s
disease

with
behavioral
complica-

tions

Stable at
discharge

Prescribed
Donepezil,

antipsy-
chotics and
sleep aids.

Moderate Low

Severity based on
condition

‘Alzheimer’s disease,
behavioral changes’.

Readmission
probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’
and long-standing

Alzheimer’s disease.

Michael
Cox 77 Male 12/20/2021 12/30/2021 Dr.

Rogers Dr. Bennett

Complications
of Chronic

Kidney
Disease

Dialysis,
nutritional
counseling

Patient’s
renal

function
improved

signifi-
cantly

History of
Chronic
Kidney

Disease and
Hyperten-

sion

Managed with
dialysis and
medications

Nephrology
follow-up
in 2 weeks

Low
sodium,

low
potassium

diet,
medication
compliance

Chronic
Kidney
Disease,
stage V

Stable at
discharge

Prescribed
blood

pressure
medications,
phosphate

binders and
erythropoi-

etin.

High Moderate to
High

Severity based on
condition

‘Complications of
Chronic Kidney

Disease’.
Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’

and history of
Chronic Kidney

Disease and
Hypertension.

Sarah
Walker 64 Female 7/25/2021 8/5/2021

Dr.
Richard-

son
Dr. Hughes Gastritis

Antacid
administra-
tion, dietary

changes

Patient ex-
perienced

reduction of
symptoms

History of
gastritis

and GERD

Managed with
antacids and

dietary
changes

Follow-up
appoint-

ment with
gastroen-

terologist in
3 weeks

Avoid spicy
food,

medication
compliance

Acute
gastritis

Stable at
discharge

Prescribed
Proton-pump

inhibitors.
Low Low

Severity based on
condition ‘Gastritis’.

Readmission
probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’

and history of
gastritis and GERD.

Christopher
Cooper 85 Male 8/1/2021 8/10/2021 Dr.

Ramirez Dr. Hill
Rheumatoid

Arthritis
pain

Pain
medication
adjustment,

physical
therapy

Patient’s
mobility

improved
and pain
reduced

History of
Rheuma-

toid
Arthritis

Pain
management

approach
adjusted, PT
introduced

Follow-up
with

Rheumatol-
ogist in 2

weeks

Physical
therapy

exercises,
medication
compliance

Rheumatoid
arthritis

with acute
flare

Stable at
discharge

Prescribed
NSAIDs,
steroids,

DMARDs.

Moderate Low

Severity based on
condition

‘Rheumatoid Arthritis
pain’. Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’

and history of
Rheumatoid Arthritis.
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Amanda
Bell 59 Female 11/15/2021 11/25/2021 Dr.

Graham Dr. Meyer Depression

Cognitive
Behavioral
Therapy,

medication
adjustment

Patient’s
mood

improved
with

treatment

History of
Major

Depressive
Disorder

Treatment
included

medication
adjustment and

therapy

Psychiatry
follow-up in

1 week

Maintenance
of therapy
schedule,

medication
compliance

Major
Depressive
Disorder,
recurrent,
moderate

Stable at
discharge

Prescribed
SSRIs and
benzodi-
azepines.

Moderate Moderate to
High

Severity based on
condition

‘Depression’.
Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’
and history of Major

Depressive
Disorder.

Anthony
Reyes 73 Male 9/20/2021 10/1/2021 Dr.

Jenkins Dr. Gordon Severe Hy-
pertension

Increase in anti-
hypertensives,

lifestyle
modifications

Patient’s
blood

pressure
reduced

and
stabilized

Long-
standing
history of
Hyperten-

sion

Managed with
an increase in
hypertension

medication and
lifestyle

modifications

Cardiology
follow-up in

2 weeks

Regular
exercise,

weight loss,
low sodium

diet,
medication
compliance

Extremely
high blood

pressure

Stable at
discharge

Prescribed
ACE

inhibitors,
Diuretics.

Moderate Low

Severity based on
condition ‘Severe

Hypertension’.
Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’
and long-standing

history of
Hypertension.

Olivia
Ward 32 Female 10/21/2021 10/30/2021 Dr. Cole Dr. Cook

Pregnancy
with hyper-

tension

Bed rest, blood
pressure

medications

Blood
pressure

controlled
with no

distress to
fetus

No
significant

past
medical
history

Managed with
bed rest and

blood pressure
medications,
and regular

monitoring of
fetus

Obstetrics
follow-up in

1 week

Bed rest,
medication
compliance,

regular
antenatal

checks

Gestational
Hyperten-

sion

Stable at
discharge

Prescribed
labetalol. Moderate Low

Severity based on
condition

‘Pregnancy with
hypertension’.
Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’
and no significant

past medical history.

William
Howard 56 Male 6/12/2021 6/23/2021 Dr. Baylor Dr. Black Pneumonia

Antibiotics,
respiratory

therapy

Patient’s
condition
improved

signifi-
cantly

History of
COPD

Treated with IV
antibiotics and
oxygen therapy

Pulmonary
follow-up in

1 month

Complete
antibiotic

course,
smoking
cessation

advice

Final
diagnosis of
community-

acquired
pneumonia

Stable at
discharge

Prescribed
oral

antibiotics
and inhalers.

Moderate Moderate

Severity based on
condition

‘Pneumonia’.
Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’

and history of
COPD.

Ava
Davis 43 Female 8/5/2021 8/15/2021 Dr. Craig Dr.

Houston
Asthma ex-
acerbation

Bronchodilators,
steroids,
inhaler

technique
review

Improvement
in asthma

control

Long-
standing
asthma

Treated with
bronchodila-

tors and
steroids,
inhaler

technique
revised

Pulmonary
follow-up in

2 weeks

Avoid
triggers, use

inhaler as
instructed

Asthma ex-
acerbation

Stable at
discharge

Prescribed
inhalers and
oral steroids.

Low Moderate

Severity based on
condition ‘Asthma

exacerbation’.
Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’
and long-standing

asthma.

Benjamin
Turner 66 Male 7/14/2021 7/24/2021 Dr. Foster Dr. Reed Diabetic

foot ulcer

Wound care,
blood sugar

control,
antibiotics

Slow
healing but

progress
with wound

History of
type 2

diabetes,
peripheral

neuropathy

Managed with
wound care,

foot
off-loading,
and blood

sugar control

Endocrinology
follow-up in

1 month

Foot care,
blood sugar

control,
follow up

check

Diabetic
foot ulcer

Stable at
discharge

Prescribed
insulin, oral

hypo-
glycemic,

topical and
oral

antibiotics.

Low Moderate

Severity based on
condition ‘Diabetic

foot ulcer’.
Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’
and history of type 2
diabetes, peripheral

neuropathy.
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Charlotte
Simmons 31 Female 3/22/2021 4/1/2021

Dr.
Thomp-

son

Dr.
Johnson

Ectopic
Pregnancy

Laparoscopic
surgery

Safe
recovery

post-
surgery

Prior
ectopic

pregnancy

Ectopic
pregnancy

removal via
laparoscopic

approach

Ob-Gyn
follow-up in 2

weeks

Rest, avoid
lifting
heavy

weights,
medication
compliance

Final
diagnosis
of ectopic

preg-
nancy

Rapid
recovery at
discharge

Prescribed
painkillers

and oral con-
traceptives.

Low Moderate

Severity based on
condition ‘Ectopic

Pregnancy’.
Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition
‘Rapid recovery at

discharge’ and prior
ectopic pregnancy.

Daniel
Rodriguez 58 Male 6/15/2021 6/26/2021 Dr.

Brooks Dr. Davis
Coronary

artery
disease

Angioplasty
and stent

placement

Significant
improve-

ment
post-

procedure

History of
smoking

and hyper-
tension

Procedure
successful with

no
complications,

smoking
cessation

advice given

Cardiology
follow-up in 1

month

Smoking
cessation,
regular
exercise,

medication
compliance

Final
diagnosis

of
coronary

artery
disease

Stable at
discharge

Prescribed
antiplatelets,
beta-blockers,

ACE
inhibitors,

statins.

Low Moderate

Severity based on
condition ‘Coronary

artery disease’.
Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’

and history of
smoking and
hypertension.

Lily Morris 76 Female 7/30/2021 8/9/2021 Dr. Carter Dr.
Collins

Urinary
tract

infection

Antibiotics
and

hydration

Resolved
with

treatment

History of
recurring

UTIs

Treated with
antibiotics,

urinary culture
guided

treatment

Urology
follow-up in 3

weeks

Hydration,
wipe front

to back,
medication
compliance

Final
diagnosis
of urinary

tract
infection

Resolved at
discharge

Prescribed
oral

antibiotics.
Low Moderate

Severity based on
condition ‘Urinary

tract infection’.
Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition

‘Resolved at
discharge’ and

history of recurring
UTIs.

Noah
Taylor 69 Male 6/23/2021 7/1/2021 Dr.

Howard
Dr.

Bennett
Pulmonary
embolism

Anticoagulation
therapy

Symptoms
improved

with
treatment

Past history
of deep vein
thrombosis

IV anticoagula-
tion followed

by oral therapy
to maintain

INR

Hematology
follow-up in 1

week

Avoid
activities
that can

lead to falls,
medication
compliance

Final
diagnosis

of pul-
monary

embolism

Stable at
discharge

Prescribed
oral anticoag-

ulants.
Low Moderate

Severity based on
condition

‘Pulmonary
embolism’.

Readmission
probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’
and past history of

deep vein
thrombosis.

Zoe Parker 54 Female 8/24/2021 8/31/2021 Dr. Martin Dr.
Martinez

Crohn’s
disease flare

Steroids,
infliximab
infusions

Response to
treatment

with
symptom
resolution

Established
Crohn’s
disease

Managed with
IV

corticosteroids
and infliximab

infusions

Gastroenterology
follow-up in 2

weeks

Avoid
triggers,

medication
compliance,

hydrated

Crohn’s
disease

acute flare

Stable at
discharge

Prescribed
oral steroids,

infliximab
infusion ap-
pointments.

Low Moderate

Severity based on
condition ‘Crohn’s

disease flare’.
Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’

and established
Crohn’s disease.

Ethan
Miller 61 Male 12/8/2021 12/18/2021 Dr.

Adams Dr. Barnes Lung
Cancer Chemotherapy

Tolerating
chemother-
apy with

manageable
side effects

No
significant

past
medical
history

Patient
initiated on

chemotherapy
regimen

Oncology
follow-up in 1

week

Adequate
hydration,
medication
compliance

Final
diagnosis

of lung
cancer

Stable at
discharge

Prescribed
anti-emetics

and pain
management

regimen.

Low Low

Severity based on
condition ‘Lung

Cancer’.
Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’
and no significant

past medical history.
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Emily
Roberts 67 Female 11/26/2021 12/10/2021 Dr.

Jackson
Dr.

Thompson
Acute renal

failure Dialysis

Renal
function

improved
with

dialysis,
kidney

function
partially
restored

Past history
of hyperten-

sion and
diabetes

Treated with
intermittent

hemodialysis
and managed

blood pressure
and glucose

Nephrology
follow-up
in 1 week

Low
sodium and
potassium

diet,
medication
compliance

Final
diagnosis of
acute renal

failure

Improved
at discharge

Prescribed
antihyperten-
sives, insulin,
and dialysis
prescription.

Low Moderate

Severity based on
condition ‘Acute renal
failure’. Readmission
probability based on
discharge condition

‘Improved at
discharge’ and past

history of
hypertension and

diabetes.

Joseph
Garcia 80 Male 10/5/2021 10/15/2021 Dr.

Phillips
Dr.

Campbell

Chronic
heart failure

exacerba-
tion

Diuretics,
ACE

inhibitors,
Beta-

blockers

Symptoms
improved

with
medication
adjustment

Long-
standing

heart
failure,
prior

myocardial
infarction

Managed with
increase in

diuretic dose,
blood pressure

control

Cardiology
follow-up
in 1 week

Low
sodium diet,

daily
weight

monitoring,
medication
compliance

Chronic
heart failure

exacerba-
tion

Stable at
discharge

Prescribed
diuretics,

ACE
inhibitors,

beta-
blockers.

Low Moderate

Severity based on
condition ‘Chronic

heart failure
exacerbation’.
Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’
and long-standing
heart failure, prior

myocardial infarction.

Mia Wong 28 Female 7/22/2021 7/31/2021 Dr. Evans Dr. Rogers Thyroiditis

Thyroid
hormone re-
placement

therapy

Thyroid
hormone

levels
returned to

normal

No
significant

medical
history

Managed with
thyroid

hormone
replacement

therapy

Endocrinology
follow-up
in 1 month

Medication
compliance

Final
diagnosis of

subacute
thyroiditis

Stable at
discharge Levothyroxine. Low Moderate

Severity based on
condition

‘Thyroiditis’.
Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’
and no significant
medical history.

Isaac Perry 46 Male 9/25/2021 10/1/2021 Dr. Ross Dr. Griffin Cellulitis

IV
antibiotics

followed by
oral

antibiotics

Infection
resolved

with
treatment

No
significant

medical
history

Patient treated
with IV then

oral antibiotics

Follow-up
with

primary
care in 1

week

Complete
antibiotic

course,
local

wound care

Final
diagnosis of

cellulitis

Resolved at
discharge

Oral
antibiotics. Low Moderate

Severity based on
condition ‘Cellulitis’.

Readmission
probability based on
discharge condition

‘Resolved at discharge’
and no significant
medical history.

Sophia
Lewis 75 Female 8/2/2021 8/11/2021 Dr.

Kennedy Dr. Dunn

Congestive
heart failure

exacerba-
tion

Diuretics,
dietary ad-
justments

Symptoms
improved

with
treatment

History of
coronary

artery
disease

Managed with
medication

optimization
and dietary

advice

Cardiology
follow-up
in 2 weeks

Low
sodium diet,
medication
adherence

Congestive
Heart

Failure Ex-
acerbation

Stable at
discharge

Prescribed
loop

diuretics,
ACE

inhibitors,
and beta
blockers.

Low Moderate

Severity based on
condition ‘Congestive

heart failure
exacerbation’.
Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’

and history of
coronary artery

disease.

Grace
Foster 61 Female 4/23/2021 4/30/2021 Dr. Reed Dr. Kline

Chronic
Kidney
Disease

Dialysis

Stable
under

dialysis
treatment

History of
diabetes

and hyper-
tension

Underwent
dialysis and
optimized

blood pressure
control

Nephrology
follow-up
in 1 week

Low
sodium diet,
medication
compliance

Chronic
Kidney
Disease
Stage 5

Stable at
discharge

Prescribed
antihyperten-

sive,
erythropoiesis-
stimulating

agents.

Low Moderate

Severity based on
condition ‘Chronic

Kidney Disease’.
Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’

and history of
diabetes and
hypertension.
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Noah Butler 65 Male 10/1/2021 10/12/2021 Dr. Wells Dr. Perez COPD Exac-
erbation

Corticosteroids,
bron-

chodilators

Breathing
improved
noticeably

Long-
standing
COPD,

ex-smoker

Managed with
nebulized bron-
chodilators and

systemic
corticosteroids

Pulmonary
follow-up
in 1 month

Smoking
cessation,

use inhalers
as

instructed

Acute
COPD exac-

erbation

Stable at
discharge

Prescribed
inhalers and

a short course
of oral

steroids.

Low Moderate

Severity based on
condition ‘COPD

Exacerbation’.
Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’
and long-standing
COPD, ex-smoker.

Eleanor
Barnes 50 Female 9/10/2021 9/16/2021 Dr.

Stevens Dr. Rivera
Rheumatoid

Arthritis
Flare

Steroids
and

NSAIDs

Pain and
swelling

reduced sig-
nificantly

Long-
standing
Rheuma-

toid
Arthritis

Managed with
increase in

steroids and
NSAIDs

Rheumatology
follow-up
in 2 weeks

Gentle
exercise,

joint care,
medication
compliance

Acute
Rheuma-

toid
Arthritis

flare

Stable at
discharge

Prescribed
steroids and

NSAIDs.
Low Moderate

Severity based on
condition

‘Rheumatoid Arthritis
Flare’. Readmission
probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’
and long-standing

Rheumatoid Arthritis.

Lucas
Peterson 78 Male 3/26/2021 4/1/2021 Dr. Mc-

Donald Dr. Baker Gouty
Arthritis

Colchicine,
Allopurinol

Gout attack
settled, and

uric acid
lowered

History of
recurrent

Gout
attacks

Managed with
acute gout

treatment and
urate-lowering

therapy

Follow-up
with

Rheumatol-
ogist in 2

weeks

Low purine
diet, avoid

alcohol,
medication
compliance

Final
diagnosis of

Gouty
Arthritis

Stable at
discharge

Prescribed
colchicine

and
allopurinol.

Low Moderate

Severity based on
condition ‘Gouty

Arthritis’.
Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’

and history of
recurrent Gout

attacks.

Sophie
Duncan 23 Female 5/30/2021 6/2/2021 Dr. Bryant Dr.

Coleman
Acute ap-
pendicitis

Laparoscopic
appendec-

tomy

Excellent
recovery
with no

complica-
tions

Previously
healthy

Successfully
underwent

laparoscopic
appendectomy

General
Surgery

follow-up
in 2 weeks

Care of
operative

site, resume
regular

activity as
tolerated

Acute ap-
pendicitis

Stable at
discharge

Analgesics,
wound care

recommenda-
tions.

Low Moderate

Severity based on
condition ‘Acute

appendicitis’.
Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’

and being previously
healthy.

Samuel
Larson 71 Male 12/15/2021 12/22/2021 Dr. Foster Dr. Craig Pneumonia

Antibiotics,
respiratory

support

Response to
antibiotics

with
improved
breathing

History of
COPD

Received IV
antibiotics and
supplemental

oxygen

Follow-up
with Pulmo-
nologist in 4

weeks

Take medi-
cations as

prescribed,
rest and

adequate
nutrition

Pneumonia Stable at
discharge

Oral
antibiotics for

completing
course.

Moderate Moderate

Severity based on
condition

‘Pneumonia’.
Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’

and history of COPD.

Sarah
Woods 58 Female 11/11/2021 11/17/2021 Dr.

Romero Dr. Jacobs Breast
Cancer

Lumpectomy
and sentinal
lymph node

biopsy

No compli-
cations with
satisfactory

recovery

No
significant

history

Procedure
went without

any
complications,
pathological

report awaited

Follow-up
with

Oncologist
in 1 week

Incision
care, avoid

physical
exertion

Breast
Cancer

Stable at
discharge

Pain
management
medications.

Low Moderate

Severity based on
condition ‘Breast

Cancer’. Readmission
probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’
and no significant

past medical history.
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Jack
Hud-
son

46 Male 10/24/2021 10/31/2021 Dr. Paul Dr. Baker Gastric
ulcers

Proton pump
inhibitors,

dietary
modifications

Symptoms
improved

signifi-
cantly with
treatment

History of
NSAID use

Managed with
PPI therapy
and dietary

advice

Gastroenterology
follow-up in 1

month

Avoid spicy
food,

alcohol,
smoking,

medication
adherence

Gastric
ulcer

Stable at
discharge

Omeprazole,
Sucralfate. Low Moderate

Severity based on
condition ‘Gastric

ulcers’. Readmission
probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’

and history of NSAID
use.

Ivy
John-
son

80 Female 9/3/2021 9/15/2021 Dr.
Jackson Dr. Riley Stroke reha-

bilitation

Physical and
occupational

therapy

Gradual im-
provement
with still
residual

weakness

Past history
of hyperten-

sion and
diabetes

Underwent
intensive

rehabilitation
therapy

Follow-up with
Outpatient
Rehab and

Neurologist in
4 weeks

Physiotherapy,
medication
compliance

Stroke with
right hemi-

paresis

Stable at
discharge

Antihypertensives,
oral

antidiabetics,
aspirin.

Low Moderate

Severity based on
condition ‘Stroke

rehabilitation’.
Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’

and history of
hypertension and

diabetes.

Elijah
Myers 55 Male 11/3/2021 11/10/2021 Dr. Ayers Dr. Harlow Pancreatitis

IV fluids,
pain

management,
and dietary
adjustments

Symptoms
improved

signifi-
cantly

History of
alcohol
abuse

Managed with
IV fluids, pain
management,
and alcohol

detox

Gastroenterology
and Addiction

specialist
follow-up in 1

week

Total
abstinence

from
alcohol,

low-fat diet,
medication
compliance

Alcohol-
induced

pancreatitis

Improved
at discharge

Prescribed
pain killers,
pancreatic

enzymes, and
detox

medications.

Low Moderate

Severity based on
condition

‘Pancreatitis’.
Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition

‘Improved at
discharge’ and history

of alcohol abuse.

Hannah
Peters 36 Female 10/11/2021 10/20/2021 Dr.

Madison Dr. Turner
Uncontrolled

Type 1
Diabetes

Insulin
regulation,

diet and
lifestyle
changes

Blood sugar
levels

returned to
normal

Long-
standing
diabetes

Management
involved

adjustment of
insulin dose
and dietary

advice

Endocrinology
follow-up in 1

week

Regular
monitoring,

maintain
balanced

diet, regular
exercise

Uncontrolled
Type 1

Diabetes

Stable at
discharge

Insulin as per
optimized

prescription.
Moderate Moderate

Severity based on
condition

‘Uncontrolled Type 1
Diabetes’.

Readmission
probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’
and long-standing

diabetes.

William
Riley 72 Male 7/22/2021 7/29/2021 Dr.

Howard Dr. Jenkins

Chronic
Obstructive
Pulmonary
disease ex-
acerbation

Oxygen
therapy,

steroids, and
antibiotics

Breathing
normalized,

chest
clearing

History of
smoking

and COPD

Managed with
nebulizers,

steroids, and
antibiotics

Pulmonary
follow-up in 2

weeks

Smoking
cessation,

use inhalers
as

instructed

COPD exac-
erbation

Stable at
discharge

Inhalers,
steroids, and
antibiotics.

Low Moderate

Severity based on
condition ‘Chronic

Obstructive
Pulmonary disease

exacerbation’.
Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’

and history of
smoking and COPD.

Lucy
Foster 46 Female 9/15/2021 9/30/2021 Dr. Reese Dr. Castillo Breast

Cancer Chemotherapy
Moderate

side effects
managed

No
significant

family
history

Commencement
of

chemotherapy
regimen

Oncology
follow-up in 1

week

Healthy
diet, gentle

exercise,
medication
compliance

Breast
Cancer,

stage IIb

Stable at
discharge

Prescribed
antiemetic

and
analgesic.

Low Moderate

Severity based on
condition ‘Breast

Cancer’. Readmission
probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’
and no significant

family history.
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Oliver
Shaw 35 Male 4/27/2021 5/2/2021 Dr. Piper Dr. Shaw Fracture tibia

Open
reduction

and internal
fixation

Recovery as
expected,

mobilizing
with

support

No
significant

medical
history

Smooth
surgery,

recovery in
ward until

independent
mobilization

achieved

Orthopedic
follow-up in 1

week

Weight-
bearing as
per advice,

rest,
elevate

limb

Tibia
fracture

Stable at
discharge

Analgesics,
anticoagulant. Low Moderate

Severity based on
condition ‘Fracture
tibia’. Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’
and no significant
medical history.

Stella
Rogers 55 Female 8/21/2021 8/31/2021 Dr. Sparks Dr.

Kennedy Vasculitis

Steroids
and im-

munosup-
pressants

Symptoms
improved

signifi-
cantly

No
significant

medical
history

Managed with
steroids and
immunosup-

pressants

Rheumatology
follow-up in 2

weeks

Medication
compli-

ance,
regular
follow

ups,
report any

new
symp-
toms

Vasculitis Stable at
discharge

Corticosteroids,
immunosuppres-

sants.
Low Moderate

Severity based on
condition

‘Vasculitis’.
Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’
and no significant
medical history.

Liam
Griffin 81 Male 7/25/2021 8/8/2021 Dr.

Patterson
Dr.

Phillips Pneumonia

Antibiotics
and

supportive
care

Condition
improved

signifi-
cantly

History of
diabetes,
hyperten-

sion

Treated with IV
antibiotics and
oxygen therapy

Pulmonology
follow-up in 3

weeks

Medication
compli-

ance,
smoking
cessation

Pneumonia Stable at
discharge

Oral antibiotics to
complete course. Moderate Moderate

Severity based on
condition

‘Pneumonia’.
Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’

and history of
diabetes,

hypertension.

Hazel
Ortiz 45 Female 11/10/2021 11/18/2021 Dr.

Snyder
Dr.

Hamilton Severe Anemia

Blood
transfusion,
iron supple-

ments

Blood levels
normalized

History of
heavy

menstrual
bleeding

Fluid
resuscitation

and blood
transfusions
were given

Gynecology
follow-up in 1

week

Oral iron
supple-
ments,

balanced
diet

Severe Iron
Deficiency

Anemia

Stable at
discharge

Iron supplement,
analgesic. Low Moderate

Severity based on
condition ‘Severe

Anemia’.
Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’
and history of heavy
menstrual bleeding.

Levi
Cooper 63 Male 1/15/2021 1/20/2021 Dr.

Bowman
Dr.

Francis
Gastrointestinal

bleeding

Endoscopy,
Clipping of

bleeding
ulcer

Bleeding
stopped,

stable
condition

History of
chronic

NSAID use

Endoscopic
intervention

was successful
without

complications

Gastroenterology
follow-up in 1

week

Avoid
NSAIDs

and
alcohol,
medica-

tion
compli-

ance

Peptic Ulcer
Disease

with
bleeding

Stable at
discharge

Proton pump
inhibitors. Low Moderate

Severity based on
condition

‘Gastrointestinal
bleeding’.

Readmission
probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’

and history of
chronic NSAID use.

Lily
Rogers 78 Female 6/8/2021 6/15/2021 Dr. Dean Dr. Foster

Chronic
Kidney Disease

progression

Dialysis
initiation

Stable after
starting
dialysis

History of
diabetes,
Chronic
Kidney
Disease

Initiated on
dialysis

Nephrology
follow-up in 1

week

Medication
compli-

ance,
appropri-
ate diet

End-Stage
Renal

Disease

Stable at
discharge

Antihypertensives,
erythropoiesis-

stimulating agents,
phosphate

binders.

Low Moderate

Severity based on
condition ‘Chronic

Kidney Disease
progression’.
Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’

and history of
diabetes, Chronic
Kidney Disease.
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Noah
Barnes 48 Male 8/1/2021 8/8/2021 Dr.

Ramirez Dr. Hughes Bell’s Palsy
Corticosteroids,

Physical
therapy

Slow return
of facial

movement

No
significant

medical
history

Managed with
corticosteroids
and physical

therapy

Neurology
follow-up in 1

month

Facial
muscle

exercises,
medication
compliance

Bell’s Palsy Improving
at discharge

Prescribed
corticos-
teroids,

antivirals.

Low Moderate

Severity based on
condition ‘Bell’s

Palsy’. Readmission
probability based on
discharge condition

‘Improving at
discharge’ and no
significant medical

history.

Emily
Foster 34 Female 1/22/2021 1/27/2021 Dr.

Adams Dr. Barnes Appendicitis Appendectomy

Excellent
recovery

post-
surgery

No
significant

medical
history

Underwent
routine open

appendectomy

Follow-up with
surgeon in 2

weeks

Wound care,
report any

fever or
wound

discharge

Acute ap-
pendicitis

Stable at
discharge

Prescribed
painkillers

and
absorption.

Low Moderate

Severity based on
condition

‘Appendicitis’.
Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’
and no significant
medical history.

Ethan
Johnson 45 Male 3/21/2021 4/5/2021 Dr.

Roberts
Dr.

Edwards
Colon
cancer

Resection of
colon cancer,

start of
adjuvant

chemotherapy

Disease
under

control,
tolerated

chemo well

No
significant

past
medical
history

Complete
tumor

resection
achieved with

histology
confirming

margins

Oncologist
follow-up in 2

weeks

Healthy
diet, regular

exercise,
medication
compliance

Colon
cancer stage

III

Stable at
discharge

Prescribed
chemothera-

peutics,
antiemetics.

Low Low

Severity based on
condition ‘Colon

cancer’. Readmission
probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’
and no significant

past medical history.

Sophia
James 24 Female 11/5/2021 11/15/2021 Dr. Jacobs Dr. Willis

Severe
Asthma
Attack

Intravenous
corticosteroids,

nebulizer
treatments

Breathing
eased,

symptoms
improved

Lifetime
Asthma

Hospitalized
for acute
asthma

management

Pulmonary
follow-up in 1

week

Avoid
asthma
triggers,

regular use
of control

medication

Acute
severe
asthma
attack,

Asthma

Stable at
discharge

Inhalers, oral
corticos-

teroids for a
short course.

Low Moderate

Severity based on
condition ‘Severe
Asthma Attack’.

Readmission
probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’
and lifetime asthma.

Jacob
Owens 58 Male 10/7/2021 10/14/2021 Dr. Griffin Dr.

Patterson
Peptic ulcer

disease

Proton pump
inhibitors, H.

pylori
eradication

Symptoms
improved

signifi-
cantly

No
significant

past
medical
history

Received
treatment for
H. pylori and
proton pump

inhibitors

Gastroenterology
follow-up in 1

month

Avoid
NSAIDs,
alcohol,

spicy foods;
take medi-

cations with
meals

Peptic ulcer
disease

Stable at
discharge

Prescribed
proton-pump

inhibitors.
Low Low

Severity based on
condition ‘Peptic

ulcer disease’.
Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’
and no significant

past medical history.

Layla
Tyler 63 Female 8/16/2021 8/28/2021 Dr. Ellis Dr. Foster

Congestive
Heart

Failure

Diuretics,
vasodilators,
beta-blockers

Symptoms
improved
with stabi-

lization

Hypertension

Adjusted
medication

regimen;
patient

education
about fluid
intake and

weight
monitoring

Cardiology
follow-up in 4

weeks

Medication
compliance,

daily
weight, low
sodium diet

Congestive
Heart

Failure

Stable at
discharge

Prescribed
diuretics,

vasodilators,
beta-

blockers.

Low Moderate

Severity based on
condition ‘Congestive

Heart Failure’.
Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’
and hypertension.
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Max
Peters 46 Male 3/12/2021 3/18/2021 Dr. King Dr. Howard Pneumothorax Chest tube

insertion

Chest re-
expanded

successfully

No
significant

past
medical
history

Underwent
chest tube

insertion for
pneumothorax

Pulmonary
follow-up in 2

weeks

Avoid
heavy
lifting,

short flights
for 2 weeks

Spontaneous
Pneumotho-

rax

Stable at
discharge

Analgesics,
follow up as

directed.
Low Low

Severity based on
condition

‘Pneumothorax’.
Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’
and no significant

past medical history.

Harper
Davis 71 Female 5/30/2021 6/6/2021 Dr. Ross Dr. Holland COPD Exac-

erbation
Bronchodilators,

steroids

Breathing
improved
noticeably

COPD,
ex-smoker

Managed with
nebulized bron-
chodilators and

oral steroids

Pulmonary
follow-up in 2

weeks

Smoking
cessation,

use inhalers
as

instructed

COPD exac-
erbation

Stable at
discharge

Inhalers, oral
steroid taper. Low Moderate

Severity based on
condition ‘COPD

Exacerbation’.
Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’

and COPD,
ex-smoker history.

Thomas
Mitchell 79 Male 5/10/2021 5/21/2021 Dr. Barrett Dr. Osborne Heart

failure

Diuretics,
beta-blockers,

ACE inhibitors

Condition
improved

signifi-
cantly with

manage-
ment

History of
ischemic

heart
disease, hy-
pertension

Managed with
heart failure
medications,

fluid restriction

Cardiology
follow-up in 2

weeks

Low salt
diet, fluid
restriction,
medication
compliance

Congestive
heart failure

Stable at
discharge

Furosemide,
lisinopril,

carvedilol.
Low Moderate

Severity based on
condition ‘Heart

failure’.
Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’

and history of
ischemic heart

disease,
hypertension.

Emily
Ross 43 Female 2/14/2021 2/21/2021 Dr.

Hamilton Dr. Jenkins Cholecystitis Cholecystectomy

Recovery
without

complica-
tions

No
significant

past
medical
history

Underwent
laparoscopic
cholecystec-

tomy

Surgery
follow-up in 2

weeks

Gradual
increase in

diet, wound
care

Cholecystitis Stable at
discharge

Analgesics,
wound care rec-
ommendations.

Low Low

Severity based on
condition

‘Cholecystitis’.
Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’
and no significant

past medical history.

Oliver
Hall 27 Male 7/18/2021 7/22/2021 Dr. Wash-

ington Dr. Murray Meningitis Antibiotics,
steroids

Symptoms
resolved
notably

No
significant

past
medical
history

Managed with
IV antibiotics

and supportive
care

Neurology
follow-up in 2

weeks

Rest,
hydration,
antibiotic

compliance

Meningitis Stable at
discharge

Continuation of
oral antibiotics
and analgesics.

Low Low

Severity based on
condition

‘Meningitis’.
Readmission

probability based on
discharge condition
‘Stable at discharge’
and no significant

past medical history.

Abigail
Jackson 65 Female 12/1/2021 12/10/2021 Dr.

Jenkins
Dr.

Thompson Stroke
Thrombolytic

therapy,
rehabilitation

Partial
resolution
of deficits

Hypertension,
diabetes

Underwent IV
thrombolysis

and
rehabilitation

Neurology and
rehabilitation
follow-up in 1

month

Physiotherapy,
medication
compliance,

lifestyle
modifica-

tions

Ischemic
stroke

Moderate
impairment
at discharge

Antihypertensives,
antidiabetics,

anticoagulation.
Low Moderate

Severity based on
condition ‘Stroke’.

Readmission
probability based on

moderate
impairment at
discharge and

history of
hypertension,

diabetes.
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Jackson
Perez 54 Male 6/30/2021 7/6/2021 Dr.

Adams Dr. Collins Peptic Ulcer
Disease

Proton pump
inhibitors, H.

pylori
eradication

Symptoms
markedly
improved

Past history
of smoking,
alcohol use

Managed with
proton pump
inhibitors and

H. pylori
eradication

therapy

Gastroenterology
follow-up in 4

weeks

Medication
compliance,

lifestyle
modifica-
tion, stop

alcohol and
smoking

Peptic Ulcer
Disease

Stable at
discharge

Antibiotics
for H.pylori,

PPIs.
Low Moderate

Severity based on
condition ‘Peptic

Ulcer Disease’.
Readmission

probability based on
stable condition at
discharge and past
history of smoking,

alcohol use.

Sophia
Kline 31 Female 2/2/2021 2/7/2021 Dr. Bailey Dr. Bell Pyelonephritis

IV antibiotics
followed by

oral
antibiotics

therapy

Symptoms
resolved
signifi-
cantly

No
significant

past
medical
history

Managed with
IV antibiotics
followed by

switch to oral

Primary care
follow-up in 2

weeks

Hydration,
avoid

delaying
urination,
antibiotic

compliance

Pyelonephritis Stable at
discharge

Oral
antibiotics to
complete 14
days course.

Low Low

Severity based on
condition

‘Pyelonephritis’.
Readmission

probability based on
stable condition at
discharge and no
significant past
medical history.

Grayson
Walker 32 Male 3/18/2021 3/25/2021 Dr. Ro-

driguez Dr. Webb Appendicitis Appendectomy

Excellent
recovery
with no

complica-
tions

No
significant

medical
history

Underwent
appendectomy

without
complications

Surgery
follow-up in 2

weeks

Resume
normal diet
gradually,

wound care,
report any

fever

Appendicitis Stable at
discharge Analgesics. Low Moderate

Severity based on
condition

‘Appendicitis’.
Readmission

probability based on
stable condition at
discharge and no

significant medical
history.

Aria
Harper 73 Female 11/12/2021 11/30/2021 Dr.

Snyder Dr. Walsh Heart failure
Diuretics,
lifestyle

modification

Symptoms
improved
notably

History of
Hyperten-

sion,
Diabetes

Managed with
diuretics and

lifestyle
modification

advice

Cardiology
follow-up in 1

month

Weight
monitoring,

low salt
diet,

exercise,
medication
compliance

Congestive
Heart

Failure

Stable at
discharge

Prescribed
diuretics,

ACE
inhibitors,

and
beta-blockers

Low Moderate

Severity based on
condition ‘Heart

failure’.
Readmission

probability based on
stable condition at

discharge and
history of

Hypertension,
Diabetes.
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